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Abstract:

Solar wind minor ions

The Heavy Ion Sensor (HIS) onboard the upcoming Solar Orbiter
(SO) mission will measure the composiPon and kinePc
properPes of heavy ions in the solar wind, as well as the
composiPon and velocity distribuPon funcPons (VDFs) of major
heavy ion consPtuents in the suprathermal energy range (up to
~100 keV/q). These measurements will allow for a
comprehensive study of minor ion species in the solar wind
between 0.3 and 0.9 AU. Taking these measures will allow for
characterizaPon of the origin of the solar wind and
parameterizaPon of the corona. This poster will provide a brief
introducPon to the HIS instrument, as well as a descripPon of
how the provided data products will be able to answer open
science quesPons.

Minor ion species background:
• The solar wind composiPon is 99.9% H+ and He2+.
• Other ions (i.e. O, Fe, C, Mg, and Si) will behave as test
parPcles.
• These minor species do not act as drivers of physical
phenomena, however they are sPll eﬀected by them.
• Once the charge state of heavy ions is set, low in the corona,
it is “frozen in”.
• Thus, measuring the charge states of heavy ions can act as
a remote sensing of the lower corona.
• As heavy ions propagate away from the sun, they may be
energized by a variety of physical phenomena, making it
diﬃcult to separate the eﬀects of each at 1 AU.
• By observing the distribuPons of these heavy ions at
diﬀerent distances (i.e. 0.3 to 0.9 AU) we will be able to
separate out and beser understand each of these eﬀects.
• HIS will simultaneously measure the characterisPcs of plasma
in the Corona and the plasma from 0.3 to 0.9 AU. This
compliment of measurements is ideal for a mission like Solar
Orbiter, whose stated goal is to study the relaPonship
between the sun Sun and the Earth.

Frozen in condi,on:
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Temperature gradients in the corona:

Adapted from Aellig et al. [1997].
Coronal temperature profile derived from observations of oxygen and iron charge states with

Fig. 7
SOHO/CELIAS (adapted from Aellig et al. (1997a)). Such profiles could be derived routinely with
high time resolution. The left panel shows a case with a rather steep profile and elevated electron
temperatures up to 1.7×106 K. Such profiles are typical for low-speed solar wind. The right-hand
side panel illustrates a flatter profile, representative for high-speed, coronal-hole-associated solar
wind with a maximum near 1.5 ×106 K

The cross secPonal area of an ion increases with mass.

A larger cross secPonal area increases the likelihood of collisions
with electrons.
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given. The table also lists the connection angle ! for the three
species.

4.1. Variations with Connection Angle

4.2. Temporal Structures and Interplanetary Scattering

For the period of December 1977 to early March 1980 (when
the Helios 2 mission ended) we investigated all flare events well
observed at the three spacecraft. Events were selected on the basis
of short duration and association with type III bursts and shortduration flares. These solar event characteristics select against
events with associated interplanetary shocks (Cane et al. 1986).
Events in which an interplanetary shock was observed were specifically excluded. That the selected events were indeed flare events
was supported by the low proton-to-electron ratios. Some events
had to be excluded because of data gaps in the particle data on
one or more spacecraft and the requirement of increases above
background, leading to clearly identified peak intensities on all
spacecraft. The final list of 19 events is given in Table 1. Characteristics of the associated flares include the date and time (start
of the metric type III burst), H! location and class, and X-ray class.
In 10 cases a type II radio burst was observed, and its duration is

three spacecraft positions indicates differences in the times to maximum of the MeV electrons, as shown in Figure 4. In that case the
three observers were located at nearly the same radial distance.
Based on the discussion in x 3, we take the time to maximum at
a certain position as a rough indication of the strength of interplanetary scattering. In Figure 6 we present the estimated values
of tm (in hours) as a function of the absolute value of the connection angle !. The selection of entries was limited to spacecraft
positions outside 0.6 AU, for the following reason. In order to
scale the observation of the time to maximum to 1 AU, the value
of b, which characterizes the radial variation of k(r), is required.
As discussed in x 3, tm scales with r 2"b, but the value of b may
vary from one event to the other. The scaling to the value of tm
shown in Figure 6 was performed by using b ¼ 0:5. For the
range 0 < b < 1 the uncertainty in the value of tm expected at

Suprathermal Visual
ions:
inspection of the intensity time profiles observed at the

The rate of electron-ion interacPons
is a funcPon of the product of the
electron and ion densiPes

Suprathermal ions are postulated
to be the source of energePc
parPcles (seed populaPon).

Once the rate of collisions becomes
negligible, recombinaPon stops and
the ion charge state “freezes in”.

HIS will be able to measure both
the ion composiPon, the
3D
velocity distribuPons funcPons for
suprathermal ions, and the solar
wind distrubuPons with Pme
resoluPon adequate to study
acceleraPon features.
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Thus, the raPo of charge states for
an ion can give the electron
temperature for where it was frozen
in, by:

Ri+1 (Te )
ni
=
ni+1 Ci (Te )

spacecraft and the radial distance for Helios 1 and 2. It should be
noted that for this data set in only 5 out of the 19 events were the
Helios spacecraft within 0.7 AU.
Figure 4 shows data for the event of 1979 January 15. Figure 4
4.3 Charge states as tracers for heliospheric processes
(top) shows the location of the three spacecraft with respect to the
flare longitude at W79# , with connection angles of 90# (Helios 1),
40# (Helios 2), and 31# (IMP 8). The radial positions of Helios 1
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We also find events in which the amplitude variation with longi0.15 AU. At IMP 8 interplanetary scattering plays a much larger
tude is rather unusual, as shown in Figure 5b for 6 out of our list of
role. At the time of a subsequent injection the intensity of the pre19 events. In all these cases the highest intensities are not found for
vious event had hardly reached its maximum. For the IMP 8
the spacecraft with the smallest connection angle. A possible exposition the radial mean free path of the electrons is estimated
planation in terms of deviations from the standard back-mapping
to be 0.03 AU. For the 2Y4 MeV nucleon"1 He the different inprocedure based on a Parker spiral would require a rather drastic
jections are clearly identified at Helios 1, but only a very small
variation. We shift the discussion of the transport and escape feaand very broad increase was seen at IMP 8, without any sepatures of the accelerated electrons to x 5, where we also discuss
rate injections.
the implications of the different connection cones of electrons
and 3He ions.
4. STATISTICAL STUDY

As solar wind propagates outwards magnePc ﬁeld irregulariPes
will scaser ions.
This causes the energePc parPcles distribuPons observed at 1 AU
to be diﬀerent than near the Sun.
Taking measurements all the way between the Sun and the Earth
will give important clues on where and how these variaPons occur.
Knowing more about this variaPon will help to model energePc
parPcles and solar wind evoluPon.

P. Bochsler

In the inner corona, hot electrons
ionize heavy ions.
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Fig. 6 Evolution of charge states of Mg. The topmost panel shows the electron temperatures in the
underlying model, which describes a typical expansion of low-speed solar wind. The other panels
illustrate the change from initially neutral Mg to Mg12+ . The dominant charge state after freezing
is Mg10+ a typical species found in the solar wind

From Bochsler [2007].

Adapted from Mewaldt et al. [2003].
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where R is the recombinaPona scheme
rateparameterizing
and Cthe radial
is the
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electron-density dependence, temperature
profile, and the speed dependence to fit-observed charge states. Two examples
these parPcles.
ionizaPon rate [Bochsler, 2007].are shown in Fig. 7.
4.2 Exotic charge-state distributions

Measurements near shocks will help shed light on how shocks
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Solar Orbiter (SO) and Heavy Ion Sensor (HIS):
Solar Orbiter:
Orbital
parameter

Value

Perihelion

~0.28 AU

Aphelion

~0.9 AU

InclinaPon

~30°

• Planned launch: 2017
• Opportunity to observe the poles of the Sun
• First spacecrai since Helios to sample inside the orbit of
Mercury

HIS:
Requirements:
Parameter
Range/ResoluPon

HIS

Mass

ResoluPon (m/Δm)

Charge state

He

+1, +2

C

+1, (+4 : +6)

O

+1, (+5 : +8)

Ne

(+6 : +9)

Mg

(+6 : +12)

Si

(+6 : +12)

Fe

(+6 : +20)

Energy

Range

0.5 – 60 keV/q

ResoluPon Δ(E/q)/ (E/q)
Angle
Temporal

4

6%

Azimuth range

-30° : +66°

ElevaPon range

-17° : +17°

ResoluPon

30 sec

• Top hat ESA-Time of Flight-SSD
• Makes direct measurements of:
• DirecPon of arrival:
• ElevaPon
• Azimuth
• Energy per charge (ESA)
•
•

Speed (ToF)
Total energy (SSDs)

• Data products:
• Mass
• Charge
• 3D velocity distribuPon
funcPons
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